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TOS: A Text Organizing System 
Abstract 
This paper reports research undertaken to conceptualize, design and implement a system for automatic 
indexing, classification and repositing of text items, which may be any aggregates of information in 
English language on a computer - readable media, in a standard format. 
The ultimate goal of the research reported here is to devise all automatic processes which would read 
text items, and then index, classify and reposit them for subsequent search and retrieval. Only portions of 
the path to this goal have been made fully automatic. These portions consist of all automatic processes 
as follows: 
1. Scanning the text items and assigning candidate index terms (words or phrases) to the items. 
2. Discriminating and rejecting candidate index terms determined to be ineffective in forming a 
classification automatically. 
3. Generating a classification system and repositing the text items in accordance with this system. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper reports research undertaken t o  conceptualize, 
design and implement a system for  automatic indexing, classification 
and repositing of text  items, which m y  be any aggregates of infomation 
in English language on a colnputer - readable media, i n  a standard format. 
The u l t k t e  goal of the research reported here is  t o  devise 
a l l  a u t m t i c  processes which wuld read text  items, and then index, 
classify and reposit them for subsequent search ard retrieval.  Only 
portions of the path t o  this goal have been made ful ly  autorrratic. These 
portions consist of all automatic processes as follows: 
1. Scanning the text i t e m s  and assigning candidate index terms (words 
or  phrases) t o  the i t e m s .  
2. Discriminating and rejecting candidate index terms d e t d e d  t o  be 
ineffective i n  forming a classification automtically. 
3.  Generating a classification system and repositing the text items 
i n  accordance with this system. 
To complete the process, some degree of user involvement, on 
an interactive basis, is incorporated i n  the system, particularly for  
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discriminating the index terms which do not contribute t o  a satisfactory 
classification. Based on various reports derived autamatically, the  
user can guide the system t o  systematically search fo r  terms which are 
not helpful fo r  and even b m p e r  the subsequent c lass i f ica t ion  and infor- 
mation re t r ieval ,  u n t i l  the  performance of the  system is judged t o  be 
adequate. 
The specific achievements of the reported research are 
stated below, 
1. System interactiveness 
2. Autamatic index phrase recognition 
3.  Swrmary report, informing the user of the  impact of user elected 
decisions t o  delete  terms on a mass basis and advising him of per- 
centages of reduction in index t e r m  vocabulary s ize  o r  average 
nuonber of index terms per item r e s u l t i w  from such mss tm 
deletions. 
4. Affinity dictionary, giving the user the a b i l i t y  t o  locate 
synonymous o r  near synonymous index terms. 
5. U s e  of classif icat ion processes i n  discriminating unsuitable 
i d e x  terms. 
6 .  An integrated autonnatic indexing and classif icat ion system. 
7. Successful automatic indexing and classif icat ion of a textual  
data-base. 
The system has been adequately documented (including a 
user guide) and tested fo r  its r e l i ab i l i t y  and dependability. 
The research was conducted in the  Moore School of Electr ical  
Engineering, University of Pennsylvania and ut i l ized the UNIVAC Spectra 
70/46 computer, operating with the Univac VMOS and CMS. The system has 
been implemented in Univac version of FORTRAN I V .  
This paper reports research undertaken t o  conceptualize, 
design and implement a system for a u t c a ~ t i c  indexing, classification 
and repositing of text  items, which  m y  be any aggregates of information 
i n  English Languqe on a ccnnputer - readable media, in a stanckd format. 
The paper gives concise description of the processes making 
up the system in the following sections. D e t a i l  description of the 
system is given elsewhere ( 2 ) .  Tbm appendixes are provided with this 
paper. Appendix A contains a glossary of terms used i n  this paper. The 
reader is advised t o  refer  t o  the glossary for  those terms whose meanings 
are not clear enough for  him. Appendix B contains a deta i l  description 
of the classification algorithm used in  the system. 
The u l t i m t e  goal of the research on a u t m t i c  irxlexing and 
classification is t o  devise a l l  autamatic processes which mid read 
text  i t ems ,  and then index, classify and repsit them for  subsequent search 
and retr ieval .  The research reported here realized a great portion of these 
autoanatic processes as shown below: 
1. S w  the text items and assigning candidate index terms (words or 
phrases 
2. Finding and rejecting candidate index tenns detemined t o  be in- 
effective i n  fomning a classification autanatically. 
3. Genemting a classification system and repositing the text  items i n  
accordance with this system. 
To complete the process, sane degree of user involvement, on 
an interactive basis, is incorporated in the sy s t e t  part icularly f o r  
discriminating the  index terms which do not contribute t o  a satisfactory 
classification. Based on various reports derived autoanatically, the 
user can guide the system t o  systematically search fo r  terms which are 
not helpful for and even hamper the subseq~ent classif icat ion and infor- 
mation re t r ieval ,  un t i l  the performance of the system is judged t o  be 
adequate. 
The specific achievements of the reported research are 
stated below. 
1. System Interactiveness 
A l l  individual functions constituting the  system can be executed 
on an on-line time sharing basis f m  a terminal. The operations 
of functions are controlled by statements i n  a specified language. 
The user-system interaction is accamplished by system prampts and 
answers provided by the user. 
2. Automatic Index Phrase Recognition 
The system is capable of automatically recognizing standard and 
user specified phrases. The system is also able t o  automatically 
recognize candidate index phrases which a re  sequences of words 
separated by blanks and s e t  off by "stop list" words o r  "special 
characters" on ei ther  side. I f  the user elects, low-frequency 
phrases may a lso  be decomposed in to  sub-phrases which occur more 
frequently . 
3 .  Summary report 
This report informs the  user of the impact of user elected 
decisions t o  delete candidate index terms on a mass basis and ad- 
vises him of percentages of reduction i n  index term vocabulary s ize  
o r  average number of index terms per i t e m  resulting f m  such mass 
term deletion decisions. 
4. Affinity Dictionary 
This dictionary gives the usw the abi l i ty  t o  locate synonymous or 
near synonymous %ex terms. It is believed that  t h i s  i s  the first 
instant of automatic synonym and affinity finding. 
5. Use of classification processes in discriminatirg unsuitable index 
terms. 
6. An integrated automtic indexing and classification system. 
7. Successful autamatic indexing and classification of a textual data- 
base. A data-base of 425 text items in mr ld  a f fa i r s  taken from issues 
of Times mgazine published i n  1963 has been processed and is used here 
t o  i l lus t ra te  the functions of the system. 
The system consists of two rmin components-the indexing system 
and the classification system, and operates i n  an on-line interactive 
manner. Figure 1 shows gross information flow in the system. 
The input t o  the system is the so-called "Standard Formatted Text 
File". The original collection of text  items mst be placed on a computer- 
readable media in a fo rmt  acceptable t o  the system. This format is 
referred t o  as Standard Format and the starage media of text  items is 
referred t o  as Standard Formatted T e x t  File. 
Since a l l  collections of text  items are somewhat unique, it is 
the user's or the progr,amnerls responsibility t o  write a computer program 
required t o  place his collection of text  i t e m s  into the Standard Fomt t ed  
Text File. 
The text items i n  the user's original collection m y  consist of 
t i t l e s ,  abs-tracts, f u l l  texts, sex term, or any canbination of these. 
I f  the collection of text  items has already been indexed, then the user 
needs only t o  place the index terms on the Standard Formatted Tex t  Fi le 
(for subsequent automatic classification of text  items on the basis of 
index terms assigned t o  the text  items); otherwise he m y  place the f u l l  
texts, abstracts, t i t l e s  or  any ccnnbination of these on the Stardard 
Formatted Text  File. 
The f ina l  products, o r  outputs, of the system are four directories 
and the data-base, rearmnged in accordance with classification numbers 
assigned t o  the i t e m s  automatically. 
The rearrangemnt of text  items is achieved through an a u t m t i c  
classification process. The m i n  objective of this process is t o  group 
a l ike  text  items together into ce l l s  o r  near each other t o  f ac i l i t a t e  
searching, browsing and retr ieval  of text  items at a later point in t i m e .  
A c e l l  is similar t o  a shelf in a library, where a se t  of similar objects 
are  stored. In a collection of text items, which are indexed with index 
tenns, the quantitative measure of the likeness of text  items is relative, 
and measured by the nwlber of index t a m s  commn t o  two text  items. These 
measures of likeness are compared t o  determine the mst "alike1' pair. The 
weights of all index terms are considered t o  be the same. Assigning of 
different weights is feasible, but has not been attempted here. 
The "cells" are generated on the basis of index terms assigned t o  each 
text  i t e m  (see Appendix B). The algorithm does not require any a-priori 
ce l l s  as a start ing point, and form a hierarchy by successively sub-dividing 
the collection of i t e m  surrogates into non-overlapping groups of text  items 
unt i l  approximtely signed ce l l s  are generated. Subsequently, within each 
c e l l  is generated a complete se t  of index terms by forming the union of 
index terms used t o  index the respective text items. Then, a hierarchy of 
index terms is formed by intersecting these inclusive-overlapping sets  of 
index t e rms  and assigning the resulting index terms t o  the next level up 
the hierarchy, and i n  turn deleting these resulting index terms f m  the 
original sets.  The resultant t ree  is referred t o  as the Hierarchical 
Classification Tree for  the data-base. This t ree  respresents the rearranged 
data-base, or the so-called Classified Data-base. Figure 3 i l l u s tmtes  a 
sub--h?ee of the Hierarchical Classification Tree produced for the i l lus t ra t ive  
data-base of 425 text  items. 
Two pmpwties of the Hierarchical Classification Tree in regard t o  
searching a d  browsing through the Classified Data-base are worth t o  mention. 
First ,  the se t  of index terms assigned t o  a given i t e m  is contained i n  the 
s e t  of index t e rms ,  which is made up of the union of index terms of the  nodes 
in the di rect  path f r o m  the root node t o  the terminal node (cel l )  which 
contains the i tem.  For instance, the index terms assigned t o  i t e m  92 at node 
1.1.3.3.2.1 are included i n  the s e t  of index terms; actress, b r i t i sh  press, 
London, Christine, Keeler, Britain, labor, Macmillan, Minister, Profurno, 
and so on. Second, each index term appears at  mst once in any path fmm the 
root node t o  a terminal node, and the same index t e r m  m y  appear at mre than 
one node. (the nmbw of nodes a t  which the index t e r m  occlxrs is called 
the node frequency of the index term). 
Node-to-key and key-to-node Directories are generated f m  the Hier- 
archical Classification Tree. These directories fac i l i t a te  searching and 
browsing through the Classified Data-base. The Key-to-node 'Directory gives 
for each key (index term) a l is t  of classification nunbws assigned t o  the 
nodes that  share the key. Vice-versa, the Node-to-key Directory gives the 
same information i n  an inverted m e r ,  that  is, it gives all the corresponding 
keys for  each classification nwlber (node). Tables 4 and 5 show portions of 
these directories for  the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. 
Finally, the Directory of Index Terms contains the s e t  of index terms 
ordered alphabetically. In t h i s  directory, with each index t e r m  is associated 
the respective text  i t e m  and sentence identification numbers. Table 9 
shows a portion of this directory for the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. This 
table indicates that  the index tm "ABBE" has been assigned t o  text  items 
319 and 163. Furth-re, it also indicates that  this term occurs in sentence 
1 of the i t e m  319, and i n  sentences 7 and 27 of the i t e m  163. 
The overall process is mnitored by the user, who can receive reports 
and oversee the progress, through h i s  use of time-skring t-1. The m j o r  
interactions of the user are indicated in braces in  figure 1. Each box, 
in figure 1, represents a p s s  process. Table 1 lists for  each gross process 
system functions which constitute the process. For those system functions 
requiring user interactions, the user actions are also indicated. For instance, 
tk first of the system functions making up the gross process SCAN requires 
one mndatory and t w o  optional user actions as indicated in table 1. Note that, 
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for each user interaction frum the terminal i l lustrated in figure 1, there 
is a user action described i n  table 1. Referemes t o  figure 1 and table 1 
should be mde as needed in reading the descriptions of these functions 
below. 
It should be noted that  the indexing and classification re ly  exclusively 
on the content of text  items. Hence, the term a-posteriori is attributed t o  
the system. The term a-posteriori is used adjectively, of howledge or 
cognition originating entirely based on experience (examination of t ex t  items ) . 
In the a-posteriori indexing, none of the information needed for  the indexing 
is available separately or  independently of the text  i t e m s  being indexed. 
Similarly, i n  tl-e a-posteriori classification, none of the informtion needed 
for  the classification is available separately or independently of the objects 
being classified. 
There exist  several applications for  the indexing and classification 
system reported here. An interesting and challenging application involves 
the use of the system i n  a Learnkg System. A-posteriori amlysis ,  indexing 
and classification of text  support subsequent "learningt1 of text.  The "learning" 
process consists of the building up of a vocabulary and the categorization of 
textually expressed knowledge. The system can start learning f m  scratch, 
w i tbu t  any prerequisites of prior knowledge, and expand its howledge by 
analysis, indexing and classification of subsequent text.  Finally, as 
suggested by Sokal (71, i n  such a system, classifications can be exploited 
t o  explore basic principles of the facts  and objects, which can then be used 
as the basis fo r  prediction of future events. 
A second m j o r  application for  the indexing and classification system 
consists of the autamation of legal search. The system can be exploited t o  
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. ' Table 1 
+ Steps In The Indexing and Classification of Text 1tm.s 
alleviate the search problems arising out of the staggering growth of legal 
informtion and the inadequacy of current search techniques. The system 
enables the user t o  perform searches, on an online interactive basis, rapidly 
ar-d efficiently independent of the size of the data-base. The hierarchical 
classification system gives the user the ab i l i ty  to  rarrow or  broaden his 
area of interest by reformulating his  search requests. 
A third major application involves automating personal l ibrar ies  (5). 
Many people such as doctors, authors, researchers, etc.,  have personal 
l i l x w i e s  of one sort  o r  another. The individual can store his text  items 
in accordance with an au toa~t ica l ly  derived classification system, and 
search for  them at a subsequent time using index terms and classification 
n&s assigned t o  the text  i t e m s  automatically. 
Other possible applications involve the automatic indexing and 
classification s m i c e s  for  large organizations such as corporations and 
government agencies. Another interesting application is t o  provide a 
nation-wide search service for public l ibraries.  Finally, the system can 
also be used in the production of back-of-the-book indexes. In such an index 
(i.e.  Directory of Intex Terms i n  figure 1) with each index term is 
associated the page numbers and optionally the sentence numbers i n  
respective pages. 
As  indicated in table 1, the entire p c e s s  is  divided into t m  parts: 
indexing and classification. Brief descriptions of these processes are  
given below. 
Inde xing is the assignment of one or  more index terms (names concepts, 
descriptors, af f i l ia t ions ,  words, phrases, e tc . )  t o  each text  i t e m .  The 
precesses of indexing extract and evaluate candidate index terms from the 
text  items. Unsuitable candidate index terms are  rejected fram further 
candidacy through a term discrimination analysis, which consists of the  pro- 
cess of finding a d  rejecting index terms which do not contribute t o  a 
satisfactory classification. Ambiguous or  vague terms are systemtically 
investigated, and as a result ,  these terms are consolidated, e@ed 
or dropped altogether. The resulting index te rn  vocabulary report gives 
t o  a human observer the feeling of being cleared of a l l  errors norrrrally 
produced i n  machine text  processing. In this vocabulary, with each index 
term is associated the identification number of text  i t ems  and sentences 
that  contain the term. 
As indicated in table 1, the process of indexing is divided into 
two parts: SCAN and PRELLMINARY TERM DISCRIMINATION ANALYSIS. These 
are described below. 
SCAN 
The process SCAN analyzes the text  of each text i t e m ,  extracts 
candidate index tm and generates phrases made up of the terms extracted. 
The extraction of candidate index t a m s  fmm the text  i s  achieved 
in a signle pass guided by the user-terminal. The extracted terms consist 
of words, standard phrases and, i f  specified, user specified phrases. A 
word is defined t o  be any s t r ing  of characters set off by mrd delimiters 
on e i ther  side. A word delimiter may be any character which signals the 
beginning o r  erding of a word in text .  Word delimiters are defined and 
entered through the terminal by the user. Blanks, l e f t  and r igh t  parentheses 
are typical ly defined as word delimiters. A standard phrase is defined as 
constituting a c ~ s i t i o n  of words with certain syntactic and structural  
dependency. The class  of standard phrases is made up of name phrases (U.S. 
Forces; Moore School of E.E.; e t c . ) ,  date phrases ( A p r i l  1, 1974; 15 May 
1975; e t c . ) ,  and time phrases (10:30 P.M.; etc.). A user specified phrase 
i s  defined as a sequence of specific words i n  a prescribed order. The 
c m n e n t  w r d s  and t he i r  re la t ive  orderings form a phrase dictionary, 
which i s  entered through the terminal by the user. A s  indicated in 
table 1, the specification of user specified phrases is optional. 
I n  phrase analysis, sentence boundaries a re  recognized by 
sentence delimiters, which are  defined and entered through the terminal 
by the user. A sentence delimiter may be any character which signals the 
beginning o r  ending of a sentence in text. For instance, period and 
question mark a re  typically defined as sentence delimiters. 
During the  extraction of candidate index terms, m y  high-usage 
words specified by the user i n  a "stop list" are rejected and the  remaining 
words a re  automatically reduced t o  w o r d  sterns. The stop l is t  contains 
high-frequency, high-usage and multi-meaning words such as articles, con- 
junctions, propositions, a u i l a r y  verbs, and other high-usage verbs. L i s t s  
of such words are available i n  l i t e ra tu re  (31, d they number fram 200 t o  
700 words and typical ly reduce the nunher of words t o  be extracted f m  the  
t ex t  frwn one t o  two thirds.  The stop l is t  m y  a lso  contain words other 
than high-frequency ones, which a r e  used i n  the autcanatic phrase generation 
process where phrases are recognized by being delimited by stop list words 
o r  special characters. A modified version of the stop list, used by 
Borko (11) w a s  used in processing the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. 
Figure 4 shows the single-pass process of extmction of words and 
phrases from the text. The only portion of the flowchart that needs 
explanation is the component called "LEXICAL PROCESSOR." The godl of t h i s  
processor is t o  take the input string of characters (i .e.  the text  of 
text item), which i s  presented t o  the processor in the English language, 
and translate this into  a string of g r m t i c a l l y  correct P-sentences which 
mke up the data-base ( f i l e  1 )  used in  a l l  subsequent processes including 
the phrase generation process. 
A P-sentence is defined t o  be a s e t  of quintuplets (L., T I N ,  SN, A*), 
I j' J 
where 
Lj: The length of term T. ( in characters) I 
T.: The extracted term, where a term is defined t o  denote a word, or a 
I 
standard phrase or  a user specified phrase. 
IN: The identification number of the text i t e m  (assigned by the pmgramner 
who generates the Standard Fomntted Text File) containing the term. 
SN: The identification number of the sentence (assigned autamatically) 
containing the term. This number denotes the relat ive position of the 
sentence in the i t e m .  The f i r s t  sentence of the i t e m  is assigned the 
A.: The relat ive term-address assigned t o  the term by the Lexical Processor. 
I 
I f  the term T. is a user specified phrase or  a standard phrase consisting 
I 
of adjacent words start ing with capital l e t t e r s ,  then i t s  relat ive 
termaddress is defined t o  be zero. If not, i t s  re la t ive  term-address 
A. is recursively defined as follows: 
I 
A. = 1 If the terms Tj+l and T. are adjacent in the text ,  that  + 1 I 
is, separated by one o r  more blank characters. 
- A. > 2 I f  the tams Tj+l and T. are not adjacent i n  the tex t ,  
* *  A j + l  1 J 
that  is, separated by stop list mrd(s) and/or special 
3. A > l  
1 
When the Lexical Processor completes the generation of a P-sentence 
(corresponding t o  a sentence of text  i n  English Language), it instructs 
the system t o  save the quintuplets in the P-sentence on File 1. I f  the 
generation of a P-sentence is not ccarrpleted, that  is, the same senteme is 
still  being processed, the system proceeds t o  extract the next term in 
text.  Table 1 0  shows a portion of f i l e  1 for the i l lus tmt ive  data-base. 
Aut-tic phrase generation i s  achieved through the analysis of each 
P-sentence on f i l e  1. Let Pij denote the P-senteme generated fran the 
j t h  sentence of the i t h  i t e m ,  that is, 
where  n denotes the number of term tokens extracted f m  the sentence. Then, 
any string of terms T T .... T (v > u) is generated as a phrase i f  the 
u u+l v 
following four conditions hold: 
1. A >1, j = u , v  j 
2 *  %+k- %+k-1 = I, k = 1, v-u 
3.  A u - A  > l  
u-1 
4. - Av > 1 
where A. and A are defined as: 
n+l 
A > 1 + A. and A > 1 + A ~ .  1 n+ 1 
A phrase generated in th i s  m e r  is  actually a sequence of adjacent 
non-stop list terms in the same sentence of an i t e m ,  which are separated by 
blanks and se t  off by stop list terms or special characters on both sides. 
Note that  the first condition implies that  only a ward or  a standard phrase, 
which is not a series of adjacent words starting with capital l e t t e r s ,  can be 
a component term of such a phrase. Table 11 shows phrase tokens which have 
been generated from the term tokens in table 1 0 .  
For effective subsequent classifications of text  items, index phrases 
must denote "alike" mture of text  items that share these phrases as w e l l  
as  the "unlike" nature of text  items that  do not share these phrases. There- 
fore, it is necessary t o  simplify, reorganize and delete som phmses in 
order t o  convey t h i s  in fomt ion .  These processes are referred t o  as phrase 
refinement processes. T b  refinement functions are provided: ERASE and 
DECOMPOSE. The f i r s t  one enables the user t o  delete unsuitable index phrases, 
while the second one enables him t o  instruct the system t o  au t ca~ t i ca l ly  
decompose low-frequency phrases into sub-phrases o r  mrds which occur m r e  
frequently (assuming they convey m r e  useful information). In processing 
the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base, no deletion has been performed. However, the 
aut-tic d e c q s i t i o n  process has been applied t o  al l  phrases of t o t a l  
frequency 1, which in turn caused the deletion of some phrases (i .e.  those 
which could not be deccsrrposed). For instance, the phrase "CENT OF U.S. 
NUCLEAR POWER" i n  table 11 k s  been -transformed t o  "U. S. NUCLEAR POWER", since 
the sub-phrase "U.S. NUCLEAR POWER" already existed as a phrase. On the 
other hand, the phrase "DAMN NUISANCE" h s  been deleted tbough the automtic 
decamposition, because it had a t o t a l  frequency of 1. 
The term tokens of File 1 are  next merged with the refined phrase 
tokens. M e r g i n g  process requires both term and phrase tokens t o  be ordered 
by i t e m  and s e n t m e  identification rimers, as well as by term - and 
phrase-addresses respectively. The result  of the merging process consists 
of a l l  the refined pkase  tokens and a l l  the term tokens except those that 
constitute components of phrase tokens. Table 1 2  shows a portion of the 
f i l e  resulted f r o m  the merging process fo r  the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. Note 
that the cmponent terms of the refined phrase "U. S. NUCLEAR POWB?', that  
is, "U. S NUCLEARft and "POWER" (see Table 1 0  1, have been eliminated as a 
result of the merging process, and consequently they do not appear i n  table 12. 
In the last phrase of SCAN (table 11, the term tokens (resulted from 
the merging process) i n  each i t e m  are ordered alphabetically, and in-item 
term types are produced by consolidating duplicate tokens within each i tem.  
During the process, in-item frequencies of term types are produced and 
associated with i n - i t e m  t e r m  types. Table 13 shows a portion of the f i l e  
resulted from this process fo r  the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. 
The resultant f i l e  rrakes up the source for the data-base for  automtically 
classifying the text  items on the basis of index terms assigned t o  the 
items. However, f i r s t  the index terms which do not con-tribute t o  a satisfactory 
classification should be found and rejected f m  this f i l e .  This is 
partly achieved in the next pkase  of the indexing process called pre1khm-y 
term discrimination analysis. 
PFELIMIMY TERM DISClUMIMmON ANALYSIS 
The indexing system produces two reports t o  l e t  the user find and 
reject  the a i d a t e  index terms which do not con-bibute t o  a satisfactory 
classification. These two reports also enable the user t o  find and consolidate 
similarly synonymus t a m s  so as  t o  enhance the quality of subsequent 
classification. 
The f i r s t  report, surr~nary report, contains s t a t i s t i c s  on frequency 
distribution of candidate index terms, and advises the user of percentages 
of reduction i n  index t a m  vocabulary size or  average nL-rmber of index terms 
per i t e m  resulting from mass term deletion processes. As  indicated above, 
these reduction processes are performed in an attempt t o  enhance the quality 
of subsequent classification. The user thus can elect  deletion of candidate 
index terms with t o t a l  frequency 1, or with a high i t e m  or  t o t a l  frequency. 
The user can e lect  t o  except from the deletion names and dates which 
constitute cad ida te  index phrases. The deleted terms are considered t o  be 
inefficient i n  the subsequent classification. Table 2 shows the beginning 
portion of a s v  report produced for  the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. 
Examination of t h i s  report indicates that  the i n i t i a l  number of 
candidate index term types (RVSO. ) is 20262 and the i n i t i a l  average number 
- 
Jo 
of in-item term types per i t e m  (AT? - 1 is 209. The subsequent numbers i n  
Jo  
the respective columns, tht is, the f i f t h  and l a s t  columns, show changes 
i n  these two to ta l s  i f  deletion of terms with the respective frequencies is 
performed. For instance, if all  t e r m  types with i t e m  frequency 1 and to t a l  
frequency less  than or equal t o  4 (i .e.  9074+715+118+45 term types) are 
deleted, then these two to ta ls  becom 10310 and 187 respectively. It should 
be noted that  the average numbm of in-item term types per i t e m  is an 
important factor which affects  the quality of the subsequent classification 
1 2  1. Additionally, the sixth column also shows the pementage of 
deleted term types. 
Salton (6)  reports three significant results  on the term frequency 
distribution c?zwacteristics: 
1. The best index terms a re  those with medium to t a l  frequency arad an i t e m  
frequency less  than one half its to t a l  frequency. 
2. The next best index terms are those with very l o w  i t e m  frequency. 
3. The leas t  at tract ive index terms are those with a high i t e m  frequency 
and a t o t a l  frequency exceeding the collection size. 
The beginning and ending portions of the summary report become very 
valuable, when the user wants t o  delete unsuitable terms. The user m y  
instruct the system t o  automatically perform deletion by specifying 
"frequency ranges" for  term types. For instame, D E l E E  all term types 
with i t e m  frequencies 1-2 and t o t a l  frequencies 1-4. Sometimes, same of 
the terms specified for  deletion m y  be significant (e.g. names of people 
or  places) and can be excluded from deletion process by indicating the 
respective terms t o  the system. 
The second report contains lists of candidate index terms i n  which 
similarly spelled terms are brought together and arranged in groups. With 
each term is  associated the respective t o t a l  and i t e m  frequencies. The 
user can define the similarity of terms by specifying portions and number 
of c h a ~ c t e r s  which must be the same i n  terms. Dissimilarity can also be 
defined i n  a similar way. For instance, the system can be instructed to  
find those terms tht b v e  the sam f i r s t  three characters and have only 
t m  differences in the subsequent characters. This report is useful so as 
t o  locate and correct the errors (in spelling or  typing), and find and 
consolidate the similarly spelled synonymous terms. In consolidation process, 
the frequencies associated with terms enable the user t o  choose one 
representative tm t o  which the others a re  changed. These processes enhance 
the quality of subsequent classification process. Table 3 shows a portion 
11.1 
. 
of such a report produced for  the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. This table 
indicates that  the term 'ACHIEV' can be c h g e d  t o  the term 'ACHIEVE', 
'ADMINISTERE' t o  'ADMINISTER', etc. 
The f i l e  resulting f m  the preliminary term discrimination analysis 
is now used t o  generate i t e m  surrogates which make up the data-base for 
a u t o a ~ t i c  classification of text  items. An - i t e m  s m g a t e  is constituted 
by the respective i t e m  identification number and the codes for  keys (index 
terms) assigned t o  the i t e m .  Note that  using codes (integer numbers) instead 
of alphabetic terms i n  classification process tremendously increases the 
speed of classification process. 
Finally, it should also be noted that a by-product of the indexing 
process consists of the Directory of Index Terms (see Figure 1). This 
directory is produced simply by ordering the f i l e  of in-item term types 
alphabetically and then consolidating multi-occurrences of in-item term 
types i n  the data-base. Table 9 shows a portion of the Directory of 
Index T m  Types for  the illus-trative data-base. 
CIASSIFICATION 
Classification i s  essentially the resul t  of a process t o  organize a se t  
of objects in a systematic fashion so that  "alike" objects are placed near 
each other. A s  indicated i n  table 1, the classification processes serve for 
three purposes: 
1. Item classification 
2. Key classification 
3. Term discrimination analysis 
ITEM CLASSIF1CATI:ON 
The objective of i t e m  classification is t o  group items together 
into ce l l s  o r  near each other. Cells are  similar t o  the shelves in a library 
where  se ts  of "alike" objects are stored together. Likeness of items is 
determinable measwale by the use of ccsrsnon index t e t ~ ~ ~  in the *s- 
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pective items. *The classification algorithm (see appendix B) used here 
is  considered t o  be of a "divisive1' type. It forms a classification 
t ree  by succcessively dividing the collection of i t e m  surrogates, on 
the basis of co-occurrences of index terms assigned t o  the items, un t i l  
desired sized groups are generated. An i t e m  identification number and 
i t s  respective codes (for index t e r m s  assigned t o  the item) are referred 
t o  as i t e m  surrogate. 
Each node of the classification t ree  is associated with an 
exclusive sub-set of the collection of items. The node can also be con- 
sidered t o  have associated with a non-exclusive sub-set of the key 
vocabulary, consisting of the union of keys used t o  index the respec- 
t ive  items. Each node can be assigned a classification number based on 
- 
its position in the tree. I f  a node occurs a t  the L t h  level of the 
t ree  as the K t h  node from l e f t ,  then it is assigned the integer 
classification number 
or the canonical repr~sentat ion of this number in the form: 
CAN (Nu)= X L . X & ~ .  . . .X2.X1, where X -1 
L- 
N: Stratification number fo r  the tree. 
A terminal node of the t ree  constitutes a c e l l  of items and its classification 
number is assigned t o  a l l  items within the cell .  Note that the classification 
t ree  generated is not necessarily a balanced (regular) tree,  that  is, one in 
which all terminal nodes are at  the same level. This is so, since one node 
m y  meet the desired group size a t  one level while another node m y  need 
further partitioning. Figure 2 shows a sub-tree of the classification t ree  
for  the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. 
Integer node nmbers are not as  useful as the corresponding canonical 
node n m k r s .  When searching and browsing through the classification tree.  
This is so, since a canonical node number enables the user t o  locate the 
node in question in a tree i n  a simple manner. For instance, as indicated 
i n  f igme 2 ,  the canonical node number 1.1.3.3 indicates a node i n  the fourth 
level of the t ree  (4 d ig i t  positions) which emenates from the root node (1) 
and fram the 1st node i n  the second level of the t ree  (the second d ig i t  fm 
l e f t  1, and f inal ly  from the 3rd node in the third level of the tree. However, 
the system stores the node nudxrs as integers and not in the i r  canonical 
form for the purpose of space consemration. Therefore, the Retrieval System ( 1 2 )  
always converts a canonical node nmber indicated by the user t o  the 
corresponding integer form by using the formula: 
where CAN(Nm) = )t)(Ll.... X2X1 and X = 1 L 
The classification t ree  created is not suitable for b m s i n g  and searching. 
Therefore, a hierarchical t ree  is formed by intersecting key sets  of the nodes 
and assigning the resulting keys t o  the parent node (next level up the hierarchy), 
and in turn deleting these resulting keys f m  the original nodes. Figure 3 
i l lus t ra tes  a sub-tree of the hierarchical classification t ree  produced for 
the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. In fact ,  t h i s  sub-tree corresponds t o  that  part 
of the classification t ree  i l lustrated in figure 2. This figure shows only 
portions of key vocabularies associated with the nodes of the tree,  because 
of the space limitation. As this i l lus t ra t ive  sub-tree indicates, the key 
vocabulary assigned t o  a node gives the user certain insights so as t o  under- 
stand the subject matter of the text  items in the ce l l s  encompassed by the 
node. For instance, node 1.1.3.3 indicates that the i t e m s  enccarrpassed are 
primarily concerned with a f fa i r s  of Britain. Further division of the node 
1.1.3.3 divides these a f fa i r s  into econamical problems of Britain, the 
a f fa i r s  of Christine Keeler (Profumo Scandal), and the protests and marches 
of comnunist agitators from England, Scotland and Ireland against the 
b u s e  of C m n .  Further division of the node 1.1.3.3.2 can be interpreted 
in the same fashion. 
The hierarchical classification t ree  with keys a t  the nodes is 
described in two classification schedules: Key-to-node Directory and Node- 
to-key Directory. The Key-to-node D i r e c t q  is ordmed alphabetically by 
keys and contains for each key a list of canonical classification n-s 
of the nodes of the hierarchical classification -h?ee, with which the key 
is associated. Each list of canonical classification n-s constitutes a 
"prefix language". Vice-versa, the Node-to-key Directory contains fa r  each 
classification nunbe a list of keys ordered alphabetically, which appear a t  
the node (of the hierarchical classification t ree)  with the classification 
number in question. This directory is ordered by canonical classification 
nlnnbers in a mer  such that the ordered se t  of canonical classification 
nconbers constitutes a "prefix language". Table 4 and 5 shm the top and 
bottom portions of the Key-to-node a .  Node-to-key Directories respectively 
for the i l lus t re t ive  data-base. 


The classification schedules and the classified data-base can be used 
on an interactive basis through the Automatic Search and Retrieval System (12). 
However, if the user wishes, they can be placed on microfilm, where they 
can be searched by a microfilm reader, or in print-out form which can be 
searched manually. 
KEY CIASSIFICATTON 
The objective of key classification is to bring "affinitive keys" 
near each other. Affinity of keys is det ermiraable and measurable by the 
use of respective keys in comnon text items. The classification algorithn 
used in classifying text items is also used in classifying keys. The 
algorithm forms a classification tree by successively dividing the collection 
of key surrogates, on the basis of co-occurrences of classification process, 
until desired sized groups are generated. The code of a key and the 
classification nqnbrs of cells associated with the key are referred to 
as a key surrogate. 
The product of the key classification is an Affinity Dictionary, in 
which the keys are ordered by respective canonical classification numbers 
assigned to them by the key classification process. The ordered set of 
canonical classification numbers constitutes a "prefix langclaget ' . This 
special ordering reflects the "affinity" of keys and consequently enables 
the user to find synonymus or near synonymous keys. Table 7 shows a 
portion of the Affinity Dictionary for the illus-trative data-base. As 
can be examined, "ANKARA11 , "?URKET1 and " INONU" (the prime minister of 
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"'IURKEY" i n  1963 when the a r t i c le  was published i n  Times Magazine) a re  
indeed synonyms. 
Let it be noted that  the Affinity Dictionary can be used on an 
interactive basis through the Automatic Search and Retrieval System (121, 
o r  manually when it is produced on microfilm or  in print-out form. 
TERM DISCRIMINATION ANALYSIS 
Classification can be repetitively performed t o  produce reports, aiding 
the user in the f ina l  term discrimination analysis. Two reports are generated 
for  this purpose. 
The f i r s t  report contains the entire se t  of keys ordered by respective 
node frequencies. The ncde frequency of a key i s  defined t o  be the number 
of nodes a t  the hierarchical classification -tree, with which the key is  
associated. If the number of nodes associated with a key is relat ively 
large, t h i s  would indicate that  the key is not effective in classifying 
text  items and consequently can be deleted from the vocabulary (with the 
exception of names and dates constituting keys). Table 8 shows the beginning 
a d  ending portions of such a report produced for  the i l lus t ra t ive  data-base. 
The second report consists of an Affinity Dictionary, which has already 
been discussed i n  previous section. This report gives the user the ab i l i ty  
t o  find and consolidate synonymus or near synonymus keys. Ambiguous 
and vague keys can be expanded ar consolidated using th i s  report. These 
processes enhmce the quality of subsequent classification and information 
rewieval  . 
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It should be noted that item.and key classifications should 
be repetitively performed until the quality of the item classification 
is judged to be satisfactory. In this respect, a ceiling value for the 
nmber of nodes per key can be subj ectively detmnhed by examining the 
first report. For instance, for the illustrative data-base, a ceilh 
of 10 nodes per key was considered to be satisfactory. 
CONCWSIONS 
The research reported here accomplished to integrate 
several components and create an integrated indexing and classification 
system, which can be used in indexing and classification of text items. 
The system was first tested by processing of 1669 text items 
in world affairs supplied by Foreign Broadcast Infomtion Service. 
However, another data-base of 425 text items in mrld affairs taken 
from issues of Times rragazine published in 1963 have been processed 
-. 
mteractively , with much greater care resulting in a "well" indexed 
data-base, in the sense that ambiguous and vague index terms have been 
systematically investigated, and as a result, these terms have been 
consolidated, expanded or dropped altogether. The index term vocabula.ry 
report gives to a human observer the feeling of being cleared of all 
m r s  nomlly plroduced in machine text processing. Finally, a thirvj 
experiment involved generating an index to a dissertation ( 2 1. 
Qualitatively, and necessarily subjectively, the indexing 
and classification make sense when examined by humans, and are judged 
as useful for retrieval. Naturally, in one way or another, a procedure 
must be used to evaluate retrieval effectiveness. The experiments, to 
evaluate retrieval effectiveness, are in progress, and will hopefully 
result in valuable retrieval statistics. 
Other important achievements of the reported research are 
sw~~narized below. 
1. System interactiveness 
2. Automatic Index Phrase Recognition 
3. Summary Report, infomhg the user of the impact of user elected 
decisions to delete candidate index terms on a mass basis and 
advising him of percentages of reduction in index term vocabulary 
size or average number of index terms per item resulting from such 
mass term deletions. 
4. Affinity Dictionary, giving the user the ability to locate synonymous 
or near synonymous index terms. 
5. Use of classification processes in discriminating index terms which 
do not contribute to a satisfactory classification. 
OR STANDARD PHRASE 
EXTRACTED TERM LESS 
THAN THREE CHARACTERS? 
- 
IN STOP LIST? 
FIGURE 4 
PROCESSES OF THE EXTRACTION OF WORDS AND PHRASES FROM THE TMT 
PHASE ANALYSIS 
I - --  - 
- - - Z  
IS THE EXTRACTED 
TERM A WORD? 
-
Y 
/ HAS TEE  US^ s ~ c ~ ~  PHRASES TO BE RECOGNIZED? 
I PERFORM PHRASE ANALYSIS IN ACCORDANCE WITH USER SPECIFIED 
C C I , .  e , 
4 
ANEM 
SENTENCE ? 
WRITE THE QUIN'IUPES; i 
(La. ,T. ,IN,SN,A. 
1 I I 
ONTO FILE 1 
F I G ~  (continued) 
ITEM FREQ 
2 
TOTAL FREO. TERM TYPE 
ITEM # 
ABBE 
IN-ITEM FREO. SEN. # 
TOTAL FREO. 
ITEM # 
TERM TYPE 
ABDEL NASSER 
IN-ITEM FREO. SEN. # 
TABLE: 9 
PORTION OF THE DIRECTORY OF INDEX TERMS FOR 'IRE ILLUSTRATIVE DATA-BASE. 
TERM LENGTH TERM TOKEN ITEM # SEN. # TEFPl-ADDRESS 
6 SOVIET 1 35 29 
8 RETALIAT 1 35 30 
6 EFFORT 1 36 5 
7 BRITISH 1 36 8 
6 F'RENCH 1 36 1 0  
6 MANAGE 1 36 1 6  
6 CREATE 1 36 18 
7 NUCLEAR 1 36 20 
8 CAPACITY 1 3 6 2 1  
9 REPRESENT 1 3 6 2 3 
4 CENT 1 36 2 9 
2 OF . 1  36 30 
13 U.S. N U C m  1 36 3 1  
5 POWER 1 3 6 3 2 
4 DAMN 1 3 7 7 
8 NUISANCE 1 37 8 
5 STATE 1 37 1 7  
1 0  D E P A R m  1 37 18 
8 OFFICIAL 1 3 7 1 9  
4 MEAN 1 3 8 4 
TABLE 1 0  
PORTION OF FILE 1 FOR THE ILWSTRATIVE DATA-BASE 
Notes: 1. File 1 is the resul t  of candidate index t e r m  (token) extraction process. 
2. Word Delimiters used : < > ( % @ ' " blank 
3. Sentence Delimiters used: . ? ! 
, 4. Portion of text  i t e m  1 fm which the term tokens shown i n  the table 
have been extracted is given below: 
'f-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fact is, the British and French Nuclear weapons could never be used 
i r d e p d e n t l y  of the U.S. against Russia without inviting devastating 
soviet retal iat ion.  After al l  thei r  efforts.  the br i t i sh  and french w i l l  
- - 
have managed t o  create a nuclear capacity that represents only 4 per cent 
OT U.S. Nuclear power./ It i s  just a damned n u i s m e ,  / said a s ta te  
- - 
department ott1cm-L last week./ It means nothing military except that we 
w l l l  be expected t o  bail out the irrst country that t h w s  the f i r s t  -------- 
-------,---------------------------------------------------------------------ll 
Table 1 0  
- continued - 
Note that  the t e r m  tokens in the table have been extracted fm the underlined portion$ 
of the  above text.  
NUMBER 
PHRASE OF 
LENGTH ITEM # SEN. # MEMBERS PHRASE-ADDRESS PHRASE TOKEN 
SOVIET RETALIAT 
NUCLEAR CAPACITY 
CENT OF U.S. NUCLEAR POWER 
DAMN NUISANCE 
STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIAL 
TABLE 11 
List of phrase tokens which have been generated from the term tokens i n  Table 1 0 .  
Note: The pkase-address of a phrase token is defined t o  be the term-address of 
its f i r s t  component tam, and is later used in eliminating the respective 
component terms from further  consideration through the mergirg; process. 
ITEM # SEN. # TERM TOKEN 
SOVIET FETALIAT 
EFFORT 
BRITISH 
FRENCH 
MANAGE 
C m T E  
NUCLEAR 
CAPACITY 
REPRESENT 
CENT 
U. S . NUCLEAR POW 
DAMN 
NUISANCE 
STATE 
D E P A R r n  
OFFICIAL 
MEAN 
List of term tokens resulted from the merging of t e r m  tokens in table 1 0  
with phrase tokens in table 11. 
ITEM # 
IN-ITEM 
TERM r n E  
IN-ITEM 
FREO . SEN. # 
ARSENAL 
ATIANTIC ALLIANCE 
BRITAIN 
COMMON MARKE;T 
TABLE 13 
Portion of File of in-item term types for  the I l lus t ra t ive  Data-base. 
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t"ii'fini-ty Die-ti.onxc y : A (did. i orl?>.y in v:IL? (::?I thi - I.,e;r: t3.z~ or.cle~.>d by 
- 
-pi;,: -..,pective c:!.-:ss-i.f icatiorl nlml;~<rs assign2d to 
--- 
the:~; by -the !ey ciassifica-tion process, irl a 
--- 
rnu~;,zi, nclch -th& -tilcr3 ondrzred sv'i of classification 
nlm3ex>s corLst:S.tutes a pra"ix 1ang~age. 
- - 
A-psterio~i: used ad j ect- ively, of k~awledge or cognition 
orig in?-1 ti . r g  zn-t i~7e ly  based on exp2rierlce 
(c!xm?i ns-tiox oi' text i-tens - . 
A-posteriori 
classification : Classif icaticj~ in whidl pone o T -the infomnat ion 
needed for the classification is available 
sepwately or independzn~ly of the objects being 
classified. 
indexing: Indexing in which none of the infomation needed 
for the indexing is availdle separately or in- 
dependently of the text items being indexed. 
Candidate Index 
Tms: Index t m s  to which the term discrimination 
analysis sh~illd he applied to find m d  retain the 
sdtable ones as well as to find and reiect the 
unsuitable 0nf.s. i.e. those which do nGt con- 
tribute to a satisfactory classification. 
Cell : A group of limited nmbe-r) of "alike" items, 
or keys p u p d  together by the automatic 
classification process. The cell constitutes 
also a te.rmkl node of the classification tree. 
- 
Classification: An arrangeqent of objects in classes or pups. 
This is required to produce a classification 
system. 
Classification 
rumbe=.: A prefix lan~~age canonical number assigned to 
each no-fiieraxkical) classification tree, 
h s 2 d  on ths ,psition of the node in the tree. 
Kqs c a ~  b? assigned to nd-es of a hierarchical 
clxsificat<cn Free but tn:a ite. can be assigned 
only to temimi nodes. 
C lassif'icat ion 
Schzdulc : A $;cl t- :.J L I t l  :~:~~~:c~c:h-lc,il.l;i ; t:cct urei c lass i f  icatior-1 
ru l.e:;, ::i,~cll ;IS; Ixmj:rv:ss i v"3.y rr.c)re spi?cial.ized sub j f?c:-t- 
'1rc::i:: , L I , : ; ~  1 ! 7. t . 1 ~  c ~ ~ ~ l . ~ ~ : ; : ;  i. F:i ~&i. i.(:>riof -Lc+~cP i - i - . ~ ~ i ~  c>ri 
. . . - - - - - - - . - - --- - ---.- .-- 
keys. 
----. 
Classification 
System: A sc:h~x:~e aI c;_.gd?+ z a i - i ~ n  of objects defined i n  a 
class i f  icatFon schedule, ---A- b:y whi c3 objects can be 
c ldss i f ied ,  ;i~.;?eLy p ~ o p e s s i v e i y  assign& -to inore 
specialized g-~ups of objects. Th2 class i f ied  
objects m y  S e  - i:ext- itens OY keys. 
C1,assification Tree: A tree in w'ni,ch each r l d c  .is associated with (311 
exclusive si~b-set of: t112 collection of items a n 5 1  
a noz-exclusiv-2 s h - s e t  05 t h ~ 3  - kzy vocabulary, 
consisting of the 1.uni0i-1 05 -- keys used t o  index t he  
r e s p z t i v e  itens. 
base : The remaiized da ta -hse  in which the  text .  items - 
me ordered by t h e i r  rescective canoni-cal 
c lass i f ica t ion  nmbers . - 
Code of a Key: A sequential r?unbs assi,o?led t o  th? - key, t o  
fac i l i ta - te  references t o  - key. 
Hierarchical Classi- 
f i ca t ion  Schedule: see c lass i f ica t ion  schedde. 
Eerarc'nical 
Class i f i ca t i an  
Tree : A representation of a h i = m h i c a l  c l a s s i f i ca t ion  
schedule iT? tmee forn, where the  more generic 
c lass i f ica t ion  ru les  are a t  a pwmt node and the 
more specialized cl&ssif icat ioh r u l e s  are a t  the 
sibl ing nodes. 
Identif icat ion 
n&rs : Sequentially gaisrated nlLnSt?rs assigned t o  
t ex t  _iten?; 3rd sentencss x i th in  each te-xt i-tsm. 
Index T m :  Nane, concest, descriptor,  a f f i l i a t i o n ,  word, 
phrase, e t c . ,  t h a t  pay & assigned t o  a t e x t  
i t e m  f ~ r  us  r? liitiiiately for cl3ss i f ica t ion  017 
- 
r e t - k v a l  cf rks i til'ns. 
The dssigrr-~!;: of orL= OF m r e  sevsrzl index terms 
to  a t ex t  it?-.. 
In-itev T a m  Ty:~e: TI-E e l t cp ie  O C T , J I ~ L , ~ I ~ . ; ~ ~  of .. term ryne within a1 --.-- i t e m .  
I~CC'ZL : sce ,Tex L itm. 
. . -- .. - 
Itea class i f  lcat-ion : 
Item Frequency of 
Term Type: 
Item 
Key : 
Surrogate : 
; i T i c z t i ~ n  system for 
class i f ica t ion  nunbe= t o  t ex t  items. The. 
c lass i f ied  t ex t  item, ' c\;ht?norde~ed by ?:he 
- 
r e s ~ c c t i v e  cl-lssification nunhrs.  a re  a l so  
L 
r.efe?r?d t o  a.s the c lass i f ied  data-base of 
---- 
text i-tens. 
Km3-s of item t o  which -the tern type has been 
assign& as tm index tern-. 
An i t e m  identif icat ion nwber and i t s  respective 
codes for keys (index terms) assigned t o  t h e  item. 
-- -
A caxdidzte index term t h a t  has been evaluated in 
-- 
the  t - a n  discrimination analysls and determined 
t o  be effect ive i n  classifykg i tems and in re- 
Wieval. It is t o  be retained as a bas is  f o F  
classif'ication axi subsequent r e t r i eva l .  &her 
candidate index terms a r e  rejected in the - term 
d i s c r i i i a - i i o n  analysis.  
Key Classification: The generation of classification system f o r  
classifying keys and the  assigmmt of classifi- 
cation n u x b e z o  keys. The keys, when ordered 
by t h e  resp-ttve c lass i f ica t ion  ncrmbers, are 
referred to  as the  Affinitv Dictionarv of kevs. 
Key Surrogate: The code of a - key md the  c lass i f ica t ion  numbers 
-- 
of c e l l s  associated with the - key. 
A class i f icz t ion  schedule, in which keys are 
ordered a i ~ h & e t i c a l l v  m d  with =ch kev i s  
--- 
a s s ~ c i a t d *  the classi.$ication rmnbers & the  
-- 
rides of t k  hiz~axch ica l  c lass i f ica t ion  tree 
w;?icil contgrl  tb;. kev. Zach l is t  of c l a s s i f i -  
., 
cation nueers const i txtes  a prefix language. 
- 
Ncxie-tc;-key 
Dirwtorry : A cLx;sifii:,: :-ion schdu le  c i i  cont:;l:ins fo'? cizich 
- _ _ - - - _ - .  
c:la.;sifical..ion r~::;i;jrtr a i.ist of key:; ordered 
--------. 
alphabetic:ally, which 31: the nrAe (of the 
hierarchical c l a s s i f i c ~ ~ t i o n  Tree) wii-1-1 the classi.- 
-- ---Aa--- ----- ---. 
f icatio~l nu.;i~s-c in auest i9n. ?he di rx-.c: tory i s  
- 
orclered bv classif  i 2 t i o n  nmk;es so tha t  the 
4 - - 
ordered set  of classifcation r.mWs constitutes 
a ~r1e.f ix lanzuage. 
Prefix -age: A linear seq-uential lang~agn- (f umct:io!-i) for  the  
designation of trees. Thz oruie~ from left t o  
r ight  (top t o  bo-ttoin) in which the n d e s  appem 
in-the pcf ----- ix language is the order in whi&h a 
rat seeidlg the l a s t  end muid  f i r s t  m e t  the 
nods  of the tree as a m~ze, if the r;i-t could 
rm.-ember that. i t  hzd already been at a nods and 
pre fe r~ed  t o  keep t o  i ts  right  and t o  continue 
d o ~ n  . 
Retrieval : The process of searching a id  identifying of 
specific items which contain .the d e s j ~ e d  data 
being sought. 
Sentence Delimiter: Any character which signals th: beginning or 
ending of a sentence in text .  
Standard Phrase: A composition of wards with csb-t-ain syntactic 
and structural dependency. 
Term Discrimination 
Analysis: The process of discriminat-irg (md rejecting 
candidate index terms which do riot contribute 
t o  a satisfactory classif  i.cati.on. - ---- 
Term Token: An occurrence of te~n type. 
Term Type: A unique value or represeii:at--brt -that defines a 
tm. 
Termbal  Node: A ride of the (hiermchical) c-Lassif ica-tion tree, 
at which no further p m t i ? i o & g  takes place. 
Text I-te~: Any agpegate of iniomztion in Ehglish -age 
Total Frequency of 
Term Type: The t o t a l  ri;~mber. of cccuzzw-ces of the term type 
in the data-base. 
U s w  Specified 
Phrase: A squence of specific wo~Js  in a prescribed 
order. 
Word Deliniter : Any charactzr. t~hich signals the  beginning or 
ending of a r~ord i n  text. 
clJ,dd r,'.'ji - > ; ; , , A , - , -  1 ( $\l I-);.; .4ik>()l?.j-J'~L4 
The classil"icc:-tion al.g:.??i:tix?: h2s kt7.n or<gimil;q devised by 
Ik. I,sfkovitz, and sl ightly mlif-iecl by the a u t h o ~ .  The algorithm 
applied on a given node t o  fom 2i;y P! ( s t ra t  i f  ication number for  the 
tree) sibling nodes consistrs of z tlriree-?ass process. E - ~ 3  of -tfhese 
passes i s  described below. 
Pass 1 
This pass par.t.itions the key vocabulary of a node into I\I non-exclusive 
groups by adding the keys @f each i t a n ,  one at a ti-ne, t o  one of the  
N groups as fol.lows: 
1. Nu1!21er the resulting groups as: 1, 2 . . . , N Ini t ia l ly ,  the  
collection of i t e m  surrogates i s  positioned at the root- node of the  
tree.  
2. Th? next item description, that  i s ,  the set of keys assigned t o  t he  
i t e m ,  is read from the collection. The group which contains the 
mst keys of the item is founcl and denoted as "i". If there are 
tE;O 0-r m r e  such groups, denote the one with the fewest distinct 
keys as p u p  i. If there are  s - b i l l  two or more p u p s ,  a rb i t ra r i ly  
select  the  one with the lowest group number as group i. 
3 .  L e t  -the number of keys in =up i be denoted by n i  and the  number of 
kejis assigned t o  the i t e m  but not in p o u ?  i, be denoted by ai. 
The followkg cri terion is tested 
ni + a i  5 n j  + aj + E j= 1, N 
\.?nee E denotes a sensit ivi ty factor. If the miter ion holds, then  
the keys of the  item are added t o  p u p  i. If not, the keys are 
keys. Because i f '  (snl-jr onc Z Q L ; ~  (xn- ta ins  all. the keys, t h e  classri- 
f ica t ion  pmcess i s  =idless shce  cacl.1 -pa;-t_i.i..ion w i l l  r e s u l t  in one 
group containing al:L item. 't'his s.it~ixtior! could occur when the  
items in the node h e k g  part-it;Lc;rled have f a  keys ppx i t e n  and 
there is a large IIU~~~ICAP of cc1m-on lceys between iter;.s. If -the s i tu -  
a t i o ~  does a r i s e ,  where oriiy one p u p  contains keys, the  node is 
a r t i f i c i a l l y  pzrkitioned by f k s t  cEvidi?g the  keys in t h e  one 
group i n t o  N equal groups m-d th~n r c ? s t & i ~ y  PASS I, with each 
of the N groups containing scnle keys, whereas PASS 1 in a n o m l  
pa r t i t ion  ~ m l d  start with &.I gu>ups being empty. 
Pass 2 
A t  the start of t h i s  pass, no itms have been assigned -to any groups; 
only the keys of t h e  items have k e n  assigned. A t  the  end of t h e  pass, 
those items whose keys appear in only one group, are assi.gn2d t o  t h e  
group, w h i l e  those whose keys appezr in nriore than one are counted 
as redundancies and are written t o  an intermediate file f o r  processing 
in PASS 3. 
It- whose keys appear i n  only one p u p  awe assigned to  the group by: 
1. Flagging the  keys of the  i t e m  in tht group. 
2. The i t e m  is written t o  one of the N scratch f i l e s  nu,-ed coo~dinate-  
l y  with, the key groups sa t h a t  m. i t e m  wliose keys a2pear i n  group i, 
is written to  tempora,"y scratch f i l e  i. 
Pzss 3 
If thee are no redurdancies , the  Ft i t ioni rg  is complete. However, i f  
. - 
--- i,iade me ped; .~rd2~1~;p~,  1 3 a S  3 .; s 7 - . ~  ,,-rlio-m~ci t:, nir.~jxllze -than as :follows : 
1. &cYL i im  on khc ter;:~.et.-dit: t? :F-ll:~! is rle=l z r d  az3i.gnecl to the group 
~,&j.ch bzis all the Iccys of "ie i tcv1 -El.;..aed. TIE itcia is ass- ignd -to 
the f i rs t  gruup w i - 3 :  a:LI of tl-le item1 s krys flagged a~!d no o t h e ~  
gIQ11P3 X-C? c ~ P , ~ & .  
2. If no c c ~ n t a i ~ s  d l  f7.~-zt?:< keys of th-? i.t.ern, then only those 
groups c,<?i.ch contzin all keys oi! -the iten, are considered. O f  these  
gou93 ,  , m ~ ~ p  tha t  has the x ~ x t  keys of thz i t e m ,  i s  flagged. 
- 
~f t h w 2  is mere +~-i.an one, .tiie p u p  with t h e  lawest group number 
i s  selec?&. The ita is a.;sisr-d -to the chosen group by writing 
the  itcn on the agpropriate smztch f i l e ,  and flagging the  keys of 
the  item not yet flagged. 
? b r l  a test is made t o  determine i f  a-t l e a s t  D;o groups contain some 
items. Fkause if only one group contains all the items, the  classifi- 
cation p m a s s  is endless since a c h  par t i t ion  w i l l  r e s u l t  in one group 
contain-ing a l l  itens. This situation could occur, if tho, key par t i t ion-  
h g  bas k e n  done on an a r t i f  i c k l  hsis.  If the  s i tua t ion  d02s a r i s e ,  
Gl;?l,rz only on2 group con tahs  i - t e ~ s ,  th2 ncds is a r t i f i c i a l l y  partitioned 
3y dividing t h e  i t e m s  in the  on2 -up in to  N equal subgroups and then 
assigning mz'n subgroup of items t o  th2 r e s ~ c t i v e  s ibl ing group. A t  
the end of ?ASS 3 ,  all itas w i l l  hale been assigned t o  groups, iridi- 
ca t i~g  that the p s x i t i o n  i.s c c ~ l e c e ,  Now e c h  subgoup represents 
s. nm irLde,sx.i,znt gruq -;fiat P.CI;~ :;3 further r:e;anti-tioaed. I-Iob~ever, 
ea& s~b~gm1. i~  is testd t o  det=~II'-z~ if i-ts s ize ,  -that i s ,  the  n & ~  
- .  
or L ~ ~ T S  ass i ,qed  t o  i - 2 ,  is u n d e >  9r equal t o  the ''des?rcC: grxmp size" 
s>ecified >)I -the ussr.  If it i s ,  ?he s u b p u ?  i s  ~ o t  f~pt'rier p~- r t i t ion& 
z32 c o n s t i X t s s  a t e d - d  node, ;.;I-ios?- c lass i f ica t ion  n m h r  is in turn  
- - 
assigned to all itens in the n3d~. ~ . t  riot, the ~l.&o~?ithn .is applied on 
the s~k~group in question. 
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USER GUIDE 
Tn:? pw-pse of t h i s  N d a  i s  to ~mvide instructions for IAe 
imfia:-ir--c; m d  classification systa, when used with the U!JTWiC S ~ c t r a  
70/46 Cmpter. (A re-visd user guide would bs needed for lme with 
General info--tion i s  pmvickd, in this i r t r o d c t o q  section, 
for 3;:zmtion of indexing and c l m s i  f ication program. 
Snctions A. 2 and A. 3 contain instructions for particular progra-m 
rc ;p- .c t ic~ly.  These i n s t r ~ z t i o n s  are presented in the order they shoul(1 
k 1 x r f o m d  b~ /  khe user. 
Clqter  111 contains <.?scription of  the indexing classificatioil  
systsn. A brief ckscri?+icn of c.1~ system is c~iverl h10 .g .  
F i twe -4.1 shms gross infomation f 10.v in the s y s t e ~ .  The input 
to t3e sys-Lun is a data-b~x? mnsistinq o f  text i&xs in  English on a 
ccrrr,:it?r-read&lIe mdia in a stan2ard format. Tie products, o r  outputs, 
of s y s t m  a e  four directories m d  the clata-bas.?, rexsm-d i n  
accxclmcc w i t ! !  c l a s s i f i c ~ t i o n  nmbers assigned t o  the text items. 31e 
process is mnitored by t hb ,  us2r ,  it753 can recei-e rqorts and overs= 
the p-o'grzss , Emug'n Ibis 122 of a tLi-sharing te-&al. Ths m jor 
in te r2c t i .o~  of C7ie user azz sham i n  figwe A . 1 .  EX:I box, in f i q w s  
A.1, r e s r e s ~ q t s  a ( j r ~ s s  9:msess. T a b l e  3.1 lists for each gross Qxocess 
systein functions whici? constitute t h c l  nrocess. For G l o s s  systeq Fmc- 
L . d o n s  re-girirlq user inter3ctisns, t he  ==.r zctions  re also indic3td. 
In.3uts and User Actions 
i*
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Figure A. 1 
User Actions, Gross Processes, Inputs and Outputs in the Indexing 
and Classif icatian of ' ~ e x t  Items. 
Table A. 1 
Steps in the Indexing and Classification of Text Items 
USER 
ACTIONS 
STEP 
NIL% 
3 
WI 
GXISS 
PlTciZSS t 
SYSTEM 
FWNCTIONS 
Production of i n - d ~ m t  erm types. I r r t ,  a ~ d
Dcl-ete : 
(a) Eligh-frequency terms, and 
Reducing the term vocabulary s ize  : (b) Terms with f r q e n c y  = 1, wit?? the ex- 
ception of n m s  and dztes. 
2. Examine similarly spelled terms and can- 
Generation of item surrogates. sol i&te  synonymous t e rn .  
Item classificat,ion Ekaline the report containing the keys 
Hierarchical classif icat ion tree. ' or&& by reslxctive node frequencies, 
Nde-to-key and Key-to-ncde Directories: 
-- 
Classified data-base of item. 
Generation of key surrogates. 
IZey classification. 
Examine the Affinity Dictionary, locate and 
I k Affinity Dictionary : consolidate synonyms. 
Extraction of i ~o rds  and phrases : 1. Ehter vnrd and sentence delimiters. 
P.utomtic phase qerlzration. [2. ] Enter uqer specified phrases. 
1-kf j n % c n t  of pl~rascs .
I2rge of \lord (and phrase tokens. 
, [3.  ] l?nter stop list. 
figure A.1, there is a user action described in tahle A.1. References 
t o  figure A.1 and table A . l  s5ould be made in  reading the descriptions 
of these functions kela~. 
A data-base of 425 text itens i n  world affairs  taken from issues of 
T ine  magazine published in 2963 has been processed and is used here td 
illustrate the functions of the system. ' k i s  is t l e  sane collection that 
:xis b- used by the S?IWIT d o m t  retrieval system (Sa 73-10). Sc,m 
s ta t i s t ics  frcan processing of this illustrative data-base are shown i n  
figurs A.1 to indicate the progress during the processing. Thz mrputer 
used for hie system operation is a UMVAC: Spectra 70-46, operating w i t h  
the Univac V i r t u a l  F I m r y  Operating System (W) and the U n i v a c  D a t a  
t4magenent Systein ( D I E )  . The functions are p r o g r ~ ~  in Univac version 
of FO-Y rv. 
Rs indicated in  M l e  A.1, the entire process is divided into b,m 
parts: indexing and classification. 
In the indexing, candidate index tern are extracted from ths text 
iterrs. 1-y term are rejected f m  further candidacly through tile inter- 
action with the user on an on-line ti= sharing basis. Tfie final output 
of the indexing process is a direcby which contains the reraining 
index wo-ds . 
The f i r s t  part  of the indexing process, SCAN, starts w i t h  thz ex- 
traction of candidate index terms £ran the text items. Thesp terins are 
words, user-specified phrases and standard phrases, vrhich are extracked 
f r ~ n  text  in a single pass guided by user-terminal, as f o l l u ~ s .  
defined to be any string of c?mracters s e t  off by word 
delimiters on e i t l e r  side. Vord delimiters are defined and entered by 
t-l^ lt user. A ~ s 3 - r d  delimiter m y  be d,rl~ character w h i c h  Signals the 
k c j i ~ - + ~ y  or e~ding  of a wzd  iq text. Blanks, l e f t  and r ight  paren- 
G12s2s CL~C t p i c ~ l l y  iiidicated as vord d e l b i t e r s  . 
A - us-3r-s?eziEied pfiras2 i s  &fined as a sequence of specific words 
ir? a p c s c r h d  orzer. The cm.3n~ntT:~or>rds and t h i r  relative orcbrings 
fo-m a phrase dictionaxy, vihich i s  enk red  through the user-terminal. 
A stmdard phrase is defined as constituting a ccmposition of words 
xiutil certain syntactic a rd  s t r u c t u ~ a l  dspendency. Exarqles of standard 
ghxases are: "APPJL 1, 1970 ," "U.S. F02CESr"  "Wore Schml of E.E. ," etc. 
In phxzse analysis, sentence boundaries are recognized by sentence 
d e l i i t s r s ,  which ars defined and entsred by the user. A sentene  de- 
l imiter  m a y  be any character r27hich signals th2 beginning or ending of a 
sentence i n  tact. For instance, perisd is typically indicated as a 
sentence &limiter. 
D u r i n g  SCXY, high-usage i.iords specified by the user in a stop 
l ist  are reject2d and the r emaininq . tar& are autanaticaJ-l~ reduced t o  
Next, thz autmat ic  Feration of candidate index phrases, and 
their rrerging with p r e v i o ~ l y  extracted tern takes ?lace. If the  user 
elects, l ~ . ~ - f r e p ~ - ~ ~ c - y  phrases may also be fie-sed, into su5phrases 
o r  words y.~hich occur mre frequently. These processes are o?tional. and 
c m  into action in response to C C ~ &  f m  the user. In LIZ firm1 
st- of SmY,  in-do-t r m i n i r ~ g  tern t p s  are prcduced Sy consoli- 
dating rnulti-occurrences of tams within each i t e m .  
:Jomally, the initial averaqs n*r of candidate index te rn  qer 
i t en  and the i n i t i a l  m d r  of cad ida te  index t e rn  typs e far tco 
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large, and they both have to 5c greatly reduced for the effectimess of 
t l e  s u b s q m t  classification and infonnati~n retrieval. For instance, 
figure 24.1 S ~ ~ G  the two s ta t i s t ics  of an average of 209 candidate index 
tern per i t e m  a total  of 20262 index term types for the illustrativp, 
data-base . 
To l e t  the user reduction in  the tern v o d u l a r y  size, 
several reports are provided t o  t ? e  user, These reports are derived in 
thE! indexing process, or the subsequent classification process. Pre- 
Linkary term vocabulary size reduction is perfonred on & basis of the 
remrts  derived in the indexing process only. 
As indicated in table A.1, b m  r q r t s  are generated t o  aid the 
user i n  the preliminary term vocabulary size reduction. 'ke f i r s t  one, 
Summary &port, contains s ta t i s t ics  on frequency distribution of term. 
This report informs the user of the inpact of actions that he can elect  
to take, advising him of prcentages of reduction in mc&ulary size 
or avsrags n&r of terms per i t e m  resulting fm such actions. By 
sgecifying fr-cy l i m i t s  the user can perform deletion of t e r n  CX-I 
a mass-basis. The user thus can elect deletion of canitidate indzx 
t e r n  with frequency 1, or  w i t h  a high i t e m  or to ta l  frequency. He 
can elect  except frcm the deletion naEs and dates. The deleted 
terms are considered to  be inefficient in the subsequent classification. 
The second report contains lists of terms in thich similarly 
spelled terms are brought together and arranged in groups. This in- 
forination is useful so as to  locate and correct the errors, and fincl 
terms which can 5e consolidated. (Another mtbd of consolidation of 
term is applied la te r  in mnjuction w i t h  the Affinity Dictionary which 
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is rl?;cirksc? k ~ l c r ~ ? )  . As s h a m  in figure A.1, for  the i l lus t ra t ive  data- 
havz bxn re(liu=d by such Drocesses from 299 and 2320'2 to 39 and 1667 
The rssl.Gt of tLie t2m vocabulary s i z e  educt ion 
. . d i ~ c t o q  of r . w m g  index terns. In t h i s  directory, w i t h  each index 
&r?, x e  asscciated iZentification nwbers OE the text item a~ii sm-  
t a c e s  Ezat conL& khe tern.. 
Yext, fee r M n i n g  ir-dex t e r n  ~ile assignad identification. codes, 
ar~d t3.e i d s n t i  f ication 
rsssct ive teLm :m-ve be&? assiqnsd as in&x terms, are reforrratted to 
k &rackly acce~table by "the classification pmcsss. An itein iik~ti- 
ficltiorr nwber  clnd its r e s~c -L ive  cd2s are rder red to as an i t e m  
K ~ ~ l l y ,  the  indexing process is follmed by the classif icat ion 
~ E I C S ~ S .  Classificatioa is  essentially t ? ?~  result of an atkxpt to 
or5anize a set oi'objects in  a systsmtic fas'hion. indicated in 
table A. 1, Lhe classification ~ L - O C S S S ~ S  s2m for two p w s e s :  
ite~ kev classification. 
Thz objectiv? of i t e n  classif icat ion is to  pp alike items to- 
g s t h ~ r  in to  cel ls .  Cells &re s h i l a ~  the shslvss in a libraq, 
--
i L j ? e ~  ssts of a l ike  ~b jec t s  are swre3. toqsth_nr. Likeness of items is 
dst2iminable a;?d m.easua5l.z by E Y ~  usc of m m n  index tern in the re- 
s~3Ctiw it.2rs. T k  classi f ication d g ~ r i + &  used bore is consicler-d 
to bz of -? " d i v i s i ~ "  typ. It f ~ m s  a tree by success i~ ,~ ly  dividing 
Eqs collsction of i t e m ,  on the b z i s  of co-occurrenes of index tern 
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assigned to  the i tens,  u n t i l  desired sized p u p s  a.rz? generated. Each 
node of bye tree created in  t2hi.s m e r  is associated w i t h  an exclusive 
sub-set of t \e  collectioa of i t ems .  The node can also be considered to 
have associated with a non-exlusivs sub-set of the tern vocabulary, 
consisting of t he  union of terns used to index tho res,pctiw item. 
Each nods can be assigned a classification n&r based on its p s i t i o n  
in thz tree. A ternindl node of the tree also mnstitutes a c e l l  of 
i t e m  and its classification nccnber is assigned to a l l  i t e m s  associated 
w i t h  the cell.  
Next, a hierarchical classification tree is formed by intersecting 
tern sets  of the nodes and assigning the resulting tenns to the parent 
node (next level up the hieraraly) , and in turn dsleting +hese resulting 
terms frcm the original nodzs. 
classification tree with the nodes 
d e s c r k d  i n  two classification schedules : Kqy-to-nods and Mode-to-key 
Directories. The index terins , after this point, are referred to as keys, 
-
since they w i l l  be used t o  indicate retrieval requirmts. 
The Key-to-node Directory contains for each key a list of classi- 
fication n m k r s  of the nodes in the hierarchical classification t r e ,  
to which the key is assigned. Vice-versa, the Node-to-key Directory 
gives the same infomation in an inverted manner. Namely, it c0nt.a-h~ 
for each classification nunher a list of keys, to ~ 'hich the classifica- 
tion nmker has Seen assigned. 
As indicated i n  "die A . l ,  one of the products from the i t e m  class- 
ification process, is a reprt which contains the keys ordered by respec- 
tive rode f r q e n c i e s  . If  the nuher of nodes associated w i t h  a key is 
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relatively largz,  this  n auld in:?icat2 t!!at the key is not  e f fec t ive  in 
C~Z.;S -i- fq;7 ing i L c ~ S  i u ~ i l  conr;i-?r~uently can 1x2 c k l e k e d  f rorn the vo&ulrqr 
(with C I ~  e x c e ~ t i o n  of names znd dates) . 
31s final product of the Fkam c lass i f ica t ion  process i s  thz 
Classified (r~zxrr~lgzd) Data-base, in which the  text i t e r n  are ordered 
by reqsctite c lass i f ica t ion  nmkers assigned to them by the item 
ordering reflects the 
of itms and a n s ~ p ~ 1 t l y  f a c i l i t a t e s  the subsqmnt  retrieval of items. 
After itm c lass i f i ca t i sn  process, the keys and the c l a s s i f i -  
cation n&-rs of mils to m h i a l  they were assigned by the i t e m  class- 
i f i c a t i e n  pmcess,  are refomatted to be directly acceptable by the key -
c l ~ s i f i c e t i o n  process. A key and its respective c lass i f i ca t ion  n h r s  
are referrsd to as a key slxrqate. 
T k  obj~ct ive  of key clzssir ' ication is to  bring"affinitive" keys 
@&her. -Ufi.r!ity of  keys is determinable and measurable by the use of 
r e s p c t i ~  kzys i n  m n  text i t e x .  The c lass i f ica t ion  algorithm forms 
a tree by s u c c e s s i ~ l y  d iv id ing  the collect ion of keys, on the basis of 
co-occwrences of itex class i f ica t ion  n d r s  (of cells) to  whicl the  
keys w s r e  a s s i p d ,  mti l  d z s i r d  s ized groups are generated. 
Ths product of the  key c lass i f ica t ion  proc3ss is an Affini ty 
DicLionwy, in w h i c h  tk keys are ordered by r e s ~ c t i v e  key c lass i f ica-  
t ion n m h r s .  Tnis s ~ c i a l  o r d z r r ~ g  reflects the "affinity" of keys 
m c !  consecpe~~t ly  enables the liser t o  Sztemine and consolidate synony- 
m u s  or nsar synom~~;~3us keys. 'Ibis dic t ionar j  a lso  f a c i l i t a t e s  search- 
ing a d  Sm~s ing  t;zltougll LLz hierarchical c lass i f ica t ion  tree. 
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A s  indicated &ow, the pmducts of the classification processes 
enable t\e user to prform further reduction in the term vocabulary size. 
For ins tane ,  for L\e illustrative data-base, the average n-r of 
terms F r  itern and CIS nmber of index tenn types have been reduced by 
such products from 39 and 1667 to 23 and 1237 respctiwdy. It should 
be noted that t h i s  reduction cycle m t  be repeated t m t i l  the quality 
of the classification is satisfactsry. In this respect, for the illus- 
t r a t i ~  data-base, a e i l i n g  of 10 n e s  per key was  considered to be 
satis factory. 
A.l.l Step Scipence Tables 
This saction contains two tables which sumnarize the processes in 
the ord3r they should be ~r fonned  to index and classify a mllection of 
text items. 
Table A.2 contains the s e q m e  of steps needed to index the col- 
lection of text i t e m s ,  Same major steps are divided into sub-stegs. 
Tney perform the tasks indicated by the respective step n-s. For in- 
stance, rnajor s tep  1, which is the Extraction of Vords and Phrases from 
the text items, consists of five sb-steps of which the fourth one is 
o2tional. Input t o  and output from each prograin or process are indicated, 
and the respective references are g i m  i n  terns of page or sec t ion  
nmters.  
Similarly, table A . 3  contains the infomation for the classifica- 
tion process. 
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LO 
2 
3 
g 
@ 
B 
.4 
Y 
'0 
8 
can be 
.- 
mcv. 
ref.n 
- 
313 
301 
315 
. 
f i le 
G 
7 
11 
12 
16 
23 
14 
indexed. 
- sE- 
Sri'13P 
NUi"W27 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
[GI * 
7 
8 
*-- 
ref.D 
2 50 
250 
254 
255-56 
258 
260 
258 
- 
1 
3tat. 1 
-
ref.,, 
- 
310 I 
1 
! 
ncv. 
r ~ f . ~ ~ n c ' t ' ( s 3  
309- 
10 
PItX;!a-4 
- 
EI;D.ID 
-- ---.--- 
I?JPUT 
312 
- 
301 
311 
311- 
12 
314 
312- 
1 3  
300-1 
314 
316 
reE.,no. 
303 
SORT 
LTNriFXS 
SORT 
~~ 
PVVCN 
@3?4DIR 
PRKN 
317-PRJXJ?F 
UPD- 
?reviously 
110. 
17  o r  
1 8  o r  
I 
N 
P 
W 
I 
i 
275 
311 
275 
312 
300 
314 
316 
317 
319 
f i le  
i 
244 
246 
254 
250 
250 
258 
255- 
260 56
258 
255- 
56 
k44,26:. 
Sort 
T e r n  
-Alpha- 
b e t i c a l l y  
Sumnarize 
Term Typcs 
Sort 
T e n s  by 
fi'requenc~ 
&ternune 
Sim-ilarly 
FLxlLed 
Tc2mIs 
( 2 . n ~  rate 
S m - i r y  
Reprt 
Canrpare 
o l d  and New 
Vocabularies 
Display 
6 
7 
16 
---.- 
1 2 ~ 2 3  
14 
12 (016.) 
12 (nw)  
0,24 
Refine 
Twms 
perfoedr-ifT1llthhe te*- 
I n f o r m t i o n  12,2 3 55-56 
14 
11 
12,23 
itern have been 
254 
255-56 
260 
319 


Table A, 3 (mntinmd) 
L"JPU1 
tile 
OUrPUT 
f i le I re?. 
SUB- 
STEP stat.  
SUB- 
STEP 
~ T E P  
S!t!CP 
IJmE 
Sort F i l e  
By Node 
N h r  
Generate 
Node-to-key 
--
D i r e c t o r y  
Sort 
Keys 
Alpha- 
betically 
Generate 
Iky-to-node 
Directory 
Generate 
C la s s i f i ed  
Data-base 
Sort  F i l e  
ay C e l l  
N m b e r  
Produce 
C la s s i f i ed  
Data-base 
= ~ r t  
Sort Report 
i3y C e l l  
N- 
N A !  
NUMEIER 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
W E E R  
4 
5 
ref.33 
331 
332 
tn 
a, 
. rl 1 
Q E 
2'6 
$8 8 9 
d l ,  
0 a, z z 
I 
9 
9 
8 
1 
-4 
'44 
e r l  
1 
rl 
U 
no. 
IX 
8 or 
XI1 
XI11 
111 
ref.$ 
266 
267 
26 8 
269 
270 
270 
 ref.^ 
331 
332 
334 
ref.d 
275 
330 
275 
331 
332 \. 
275 
333 
275 
no. 
. X I 1  
XI11 
XIv 
7 
XVI 
-9 
n m  
NDTOKY 
som 
-* 
W X L Y  
266 
5,251-5:! 
24% 
268 
268 
263 
20or253,250 
So* 
PlUCLl? 
~oRT 
ref.I$ref.F) 
329 
333 
331 
332 
332- 
33 
333 
334 
334 
6, 0 
XV 
Xv 
@- 
244 
2 70 
270 

A. 1.2 Program Tables 
The indtsdng part  of the system is canprised of fifteen prograns 
which may be run fm a mote terminal. These programs and their func- 
tions are sham in table A.4. The classificaticm part of the system is 
comprised of nine progratns kfiich may also be run fran a ren~te terminal. 
These programs and the& fcnctions are shown in tabk A.5. 
- 1 w ~ e  A. 4 
List of Ld&g P ? r ~ a ? ?  
mmm 1 
r x t r a c t i m  of words and standard and user 
specified phrases. 
Autorutic phrase generathn, 
!Cransformtion of variable length ~TZIIS to . 
fbm3 length terms. 
uction of ternor key types. 
ay of in~mtion. 
Of £-line display of information. 
and substitute) terns, 
MtWRPH 
A D J ~  
-= 
OQE.IDIR 
rl3CSQR 
A, 2.7 6.2 
p. 320 
'.-~.2.5.2 
30 G 
..% 2.6.3 
p. 309 
. . . . . . . 
' A. 2 - 7'- 2 
p. 312 
"'X2.4.5 
p. 300 
"*x:'j2.7,4 
p. 314 
"'P;:'2.8,4 
279 
- 
To delete and merge do-t representatives. 
Elerging the word and phrase tokens. 
G>nsolidation of multiple oaclarences of tern . 
within each mt. 
~ndication of similarly spelled index tenrrs. 
-ation of sutrmary ~eport. 
Conprison of the old and new vocabularies of 
index &ms. 
Generating doclanent or key swxcqates. 
- ' - 1 
Table A.5 
List of Classification P q r m  
r 
PR3CW.Y 
~L?!SF'Y 
G 
'?TEE 
XYIOIiY 
KY1K)EJD 
29-Y 
P- 
K?iCiX;yD 
I 
SECI'IOfJ 
UJD PA% 
A. 3 .1 .1  
A .3 .2 .1 .3  
A. 3.1.3.2 
2.325 
A. 3.1.3.4 
p. 327 
~ ~ 3 . 1 . 4 . 2  
p. 328 
A, 3.1.5.2 
p. 330 
A. 3 .1.5 .6 
p. 331 
A. 3.1.6.1 
p. 332 
A. 3.1.6.3 
A.3.2.2.4 
A. 3.2.2.2 
p. 336 
EU4Ci'IOV 
imcumx~t or key c l a s s i f i c a t i o n .  
Tb assiq Lhz h - d o c m t  key Qes  of each 
& c m t  to its rss~ctive catagory. 
To geierate cateqries of keys. 
To gmerate Kierarckical. Classification Tree. 
To generate Node-to-'key Directtry. 
Tb generate Key -to-node Directory. 
To genzrate the C l a s s i f i e d  Data-base . 
(1) To produce a report of the Classified 
Data-base . 
( 2 )  To generate an Affinity Dictionam 
for ths user. 
To generate an  Affinity Dictionar] for the 
k t r i eva l  System. 
A.1.3 File Description Tables 
TI= input t o  a program may be one or mre files created in a 
previous step of the process, Table A.6 and table A.7 omtain 
smmaries of f i les  wh ich  are created in the indexing and classification 
processes respectively. Detailed description of each file is also 
given in tables A.8 tkrough A.37. 
The user may also have to provide input parameters to control the 
operation of a program. These parmbixs can k entered in successive 
k-bytes (k 80) records fmm a tentfinal. The parameters in a record 
f o l l w  the general syntax sham belw. 
lin : : = m-digit integer 
: : = 1 to n characters 
A : : = one blank character 
[ ] : denotes optionality. 
C)utputs f r m  a program m y  contain statistics, reports, of f i l e s  
t o  be input tr, another program a t  a later step in thp process. 
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f i e l d  ti 
%cord .Indicator : 
0.- more of sam type of  record to follag. 
1- remrd of different to folLo.;r. 
Tolcei~ cod2 assigned to the in-dcx~uwtlt' tann type. 
Identif icat ion number of  the cloc~m?.nt containinq t ! ~  
in-doc-t term tm3.3. 
Identif icat ion n d r  of the se l l tene  con-binins 
the in-clocmbcnt term type. 
T&le A.19 
Description of  the Token C d e  Record on File  12 
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Table A. 36 * 
record 
type 
'E 
8 
# I k 
8 - 8 
C, 
% hl 
f 
Description of File XX 
* MAXKL denotes rnaxhum n&r of dmracters per key. 
field # 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
[4 I 
. 
length 
(in 
* 
2 *Imxa 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
. 
f o m t  
EBCDIC 
FPR 
FPTJ 
FPB 
FP3 
Description 
e y  type- 
Key classification n h r  assigned to  khe 
key type* 
Node frqumcy of the key. 
Document classification nunher. 
N u h r  of the follawing fields w l W  one. 
FPB 
m 
. 
. 
In-cell fnqusncy of the key. 
I 1  II 
11 I1 
11 II 
I1 11 
f ie ld  # 
1 
2 
3 
KJrI 
f<.<-tL\ 
K+3 
U~t312+2 
kve12+3 
hbtes: (1) 
(2) LEVEL 2 specifies the number of levels in the key classification tree. 
------------------- -i--------- 
Table A. 37 Escriptlon of a Pecord on F i le  XXI or XXn: 
--- 
length 
(in bytes) 
.- 
2 "P.1AXK.L 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
L J E L  1 specifies 
format 
1?2CDIC: 
ETB 
FPB 
wll 
k'PU 
WI3 
FPB 
!?PI3 
FPB 
the nunher 
- 
Description 
--- 
I(ev t ~ e  . ( 'I%\~I(L' characters) 
The first &qit -in the canonical key classification 
nmkr. 
Thc second d iq i t  in the canonical lev claqsification 
nunbcr. 
!the l a s t  d iq i t  i n  the c a n o n i d  key c.lassification n l n ~ k r .  
zero 
Zero 
N-r of digits (K) i n  the key classification number. 
The f i r s t  d ig i t  i n  the f i r s t  canonical d o m t  
classification nunber . 
. 
N&r of digits in the last canonical d o c m t  
classification nuher.  
of levels i n  the docwunt classification tree. 
I 
h) 
4 
W 
1 
Any file used by a program rrrust be predefined by a F m  onmand 
which ma??= it accessible through the Data .Yana-t S y s M  (Pa) 
access mthods. The user must provide the requid information a b u t  
the fi le through the par=ters in the corresponding FILE oomnand. 
The programs m y  require the user to specify one tn six paraeters 
in a FIW m m .  I Imver ,  o t le r  additional paraters m y  also 
be required by the  DE, Tine general syntax of a E'IlX conarilnd is given 
below, where paraeters are not ~psitional and may k spcified in 
any order. 
/FILE <m> , <par-ter> 1, <paranekr> I.,. 
( nam) : : = A nane under which the file is cataloged. 
< pxan-eter) : : = A FIUE cammand parameter. 
?he FILE cmm-md parmters that m y  be required by a program 
are listed aqd descrikd below. 
LINE( = DSFT nn nn is a lxo digit eferenae nmber associated 
w i t h  the file. 
specifies the manner in which the file is to 
'be o p e d .  
I W U T  - ir~ put  processing only. 
C)UTPUT - output processing only 
INOWI' - input processing w i t h  the abili ty to  
write the file. 
OVTIN - output ;processing w i t h  the ability to 
retrieve records fmx the file. 
FATEND - output processing only a t  the end of 
the file. 
specifies the access mthd i n  processing 
the file. 
SAX - Sequential Access ~Hethod 
ISAM - Indexed Sequmtial Access Wthod 
BTAM - %sic Tape Access  ethod 
-275- 
sp3cifies ths reoord form. 
F - a f i l e  of fixed-lenqth rem& 
'J - a file of variable-lengt5 records 
mfines the remrd sizd when E C T l T 4  = F 
and defines the d m  al lomble  size 
of records r h u l  TIECR~XJI = V 
&fines ttle largest block to be read 
or/and wr i t t en  to the file. It 
establishes the 1-16nirm.n buwer s i z e  
for the D.S. 
As sen e q l e ,  E.-s FILE corranand: 
i.nficztes <hat ti12 file cataloged under the nam file-0 w i l l  5e used 
only for inpt processing through the BTRY, E'urthemre, it also 
indicates that Cis record Eom is variable-1mqtI.h and t*k bloc. 
sizz is 4095. 
\ 
Sam rograns m y  require t l e  user t o  prearranqz ttle data on the 
input filz (s) i n  a s-cified or&r. Since &f ferent gc!neralized S O T  
u t i l i t y  s3fb~~are are a-~ailSle at mst co-quter ins+dlations, a sort 
?a&qs is not iiicladed in the indexing m d  classification qstern.  
A sort the S3EYT routins 
zrid L-tl"~: providing Elc3 required statemnts for yMc! tho, general 
-276- 
< field) : Descr- a control f ield in a sort ag?lication, Each 
character of a term in a record should be specified as 
(position) : 
a separate b m - r n  field. Up to 255 fields may be 
specified, ?he significance of  a field is determined 
by its p i t i o n  in the SORT FIELDS stakmmt,  thus, the 
mst significant control f ield is the one f i r s t  specified. 
The oontrol field has the following format: 
Specifies the beginning of a field relative 
the beginning of the reoord. For vari&le-length 
records, the logical remrd includes the four-byte 
record length indicatnr, Also, the logical record 
includes a four-byte -7 (Green Oontrol Wrd) , The 
latter is prefixed by the Univac 70/46 FD.XIWQY to 
emry unformatted (binary) record. 
(length) : S ~ i f i e s  the lengtl? of the control field. 
(sequence) : Specifiss h w  the mntrol f ield is to be ordered 
through one of the following values: 
A - Ascending S w c e  
D - Descending Sequence 
< format-l> : This optional oprand should only be s p c i f i e d  i f  the 
fields vary in format. (Refer to the following 
paragraph. ) 
< fonnat > : Sgecif ies the data f o m t  of the control f ield,  and can 
be one of the follot~L~-~g tm character dinatiolls:  
FI - FM-Point  
-277- 
Specifies the? (.em) len4i;ln of innut m r c 7 s .  T-E 
DE031ID LE.\IGT-F statcnent is needed, if the b~ut rzcords 
=e. of variable length, 
?"nz user nTs t  also przdefine t5.s mssrted and sorted -files 5y 
,FILE camands .  In thz FIm mmGnd &firling E-IB msorted file, 
LET.( = SCl-WIN slhould Se spcified as on? ~f C2e FILE cmmn3 ?arbqters. 
Ln the FILE co-waqd defining Eqe s ~ r t e 6  filz, L 3 K  = 5QZEQT shorild be 
spcified as one or' t2-e pararreters. Other E'JZZ caimad ?aramters may 
 SO be spcified as rqu i r ed .  
A. 1.6 -Running A Program 
EXECUE o o m d  enables thz user +a i n t ~ k e  a pmqrm £ram a rcmte 
teminal or background task. l3.e c o m d  czn be issued as f~llovs: 
/EXEC Im] 9lbdule> 
whsre <~bdl.de> d m ~ t e s  the n a x  of the load mdule of t ? ~ e  program 
The ii-cdule name ~ ~ a y  consist of m y  string of one to eight characters 
s ~ c i  fied by the programr  . 
A. 1.7 Pronpts and I-lrror i.kssages 
lj3essages to an2 fro3 C?c systen t7,~-~ring operations of SOW ?m'jraw 
consist of either pro~&)ts or error nessages. E r r o r  nsssaqes are 
listed in table A.45, P r q t s  are listed in table Fi. 39. All p m ~ t s  
follm t k  sac gsn=ral syntax whidl is ~h3.vl1 klm7, 
<action requirertlent) may consist of a list of fields, as described 
A 
(letter) :: = P T  Y N F 1 1  i I 
( X m T m t ~ .  Systemwill 4 
print out  message which 
will state action that 
nust be taken by user. 
k :: = a positive integer 
. . 
Field Interpretation Table 
-Action requirerrwt. System will s ~ c i f y  
either possible actions that can be taken. 
by user or  f o m t s  of - parmeters that  
should be input fa the system in response 
to t3-E prcmpt. 
L 1 
. 
FIELD NAME 
Im 
1X 
kAl  
P 
T 
Y 
N 
F 
DESCRIPTIrn 
m-digit integer 
any a2aracter 
one to k alphanmric characters 
(left justified) 
spzcifies ths line-printer 
specifies a teletype 
indicates 'YESr 
indicates 'NO' 
indicates the first of records (or fields) 
which are candidates for display. i 

































































I I Stan"" Fomatted Wxt F i l e  
CN/IS31 Key D i r e c t o r y  
Figure C. 2 
Illustration of Access Wthods 
s+.~n,.~.:::> 1 f o ~ ~ . . 2 t + z d  t e x ?  recor5s s ? e e i f i e d  by 3ne of t h e  
Lnp.;;: p . ! ; ~ ~ a ~ . t e r s .  T h y   itpiit pi it f T 1 - l .  i s  r e?os i t i one= l  by 
sl: i . :%::.L?,(: the r e q u i . ~ ? d  i-.!;rr.Sar of r?cords  and o l ie rwr i t  i n g  
+>,? file e;-,:I 73rk. 
* c . 
.-li t e r  ih-2 ~.??os:t:3n5.n: i s  succeedt.,ct, the propam 
relds t 5 e  next s taz2a rd  t e x t  r e c o r d  on i n p u t  f i l e  i n t o  
t h e  ;.?in meyo-y as a s t r i n g  o f  c h a r a c t e r s ,  and s t a r t s  
decoz2nsing it into words o r  phrases. Each e x t r a c t e d  
word ( i . e .  a s t r i n g  of non-word delimiting characters) 
is conpared a g a i n s t  t h e  l i s t  of month nanes. If a match 
Is f ~ : i f i l , ,  the ?rograrn p a r s e s  t h e  env i ronnen t  of t h e  
ex traz t2d  word i n  T e x t  and s u b s t i t u t e s  t h e  extracted 
r da?e-?lvase t h t  7,.13:~(3 i n  t h e  word b u f f e r .  I f  t h e r e  i s  
no m.3.fch and a n a l y s i s  of c a p i t a l i z a t i o n  is p o s s i b l e ,  the 
. - p rogran checks Ii t h e  f i ~ s t  l e t t e r  of t h e  word is a 
c a ? l t a l  l e t t e r .  I f  t h i s  i s  t h o  cas2, it parses t he  t e x t  
and e x t r a c t s  t h e  seqzenc:~ of a d j a c e n t  words s t a r t i n g  w i t h  
LC c a p i + l l  l e k t 3 r s .  The xord S u f f e r  i s  i n  t u r n  o v e r w r l ~ ~ e n  
by t h i s  phr;isz. If the t rord b s  no t  part of a phrase 
i . .  date-?!-rase, o r  sequenze of a d j a c e n t  words 
starting with c a p i t a l  letters), several t e s t s  are 
p e ~ f o r n s d  t o  deter jnine  whether o r  n o t  it i s  t o  be 
retaiz2:2 as a .candidate index word. The f irst  of t h e s e  
tests i s  t o  examine  i t s  l eng th .  Tha word i s  ignored  i f  
its l e n g t h  i s  l e s s  t h a z  t h r e e  characters; otherwise t h e  
- p o s t f i x i n g  c h a r a c t e r s  a r e  examined and dropped i f  t h e y  
a r e  "special charac te r s"  ( i . e .  any c h a r a c t e r  o ther  than 
ths 2 6  a l p h a b e t i c s ,  1 0  numerics, and t h e  "blank 
cha=.acterf '  i s  defined t o  be a special c h a r a c t e r ) .  If the 
t r u n c a t i o n  of 'Ispecial charactersn reduced its length t o  
l e s s  t h a n  three c h a r a c t e r s ,  it is rejected f r o m  f u r t h e r  
cons ide ra t ion .  
After t h e  above t e s t s  t h e  word i s  compared t o  t h e  
Stop L i s t  of func t ion  words, and ignored i f  it i s  found 
t o  be in t he  Stop L i s t .  However, t h e  Stop L i s t  
conparison t e s t  i s  o p t i o n a l  and c o n t r o l l e d  by the user. 
Next, there  i s  a process  of stem analysis which drops o r  
~odifies t h s  s u f f i x  of t h e  w o r d .  The suffix dropping 
r o u t i n e ,  xhich i s  a s l i g h t l y  improved ve r s ion  of the one 
used by General Inquirer (St66-2 and L i t o f  sky(Li691, 
removes a number of d i f f e r e n t  s u f f i x e s .  A f lowchar t  of 
this r o u t i n e  i s  g i v e n  i n  F i g u r e  C , 3 ,  which shows t h e  set 
of su f f i xe s  and the exact context i n  which they are 
dro??ed of:. The normalized word i s  t h e n  written into 
t h e  word buffer. 
If t h e  program encounters  an occurrence o f . p e r i o d  
while pars ing  the t e x t ,  it checks i t s  environment i n  an 
attempt t o  e x t r a c t  an abbrevia ted  name-phrase (e.g. 
X R 5 .  BROWN, J. HOWARD), o r  a date-phrase.  The occurrence 
of period i n  a name phrase i s  d i s t i n g u i s h e d  from i t s  
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Figure C. 25 General Flo.~cliliart of Program GXE'KFL 












